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Vertical balers
36”W
48”W
60”W
72”W
specialized
Horizontal closed-door balers
‘B’ series
‘C’ series
‘D’ series
‘E’ series
‘F’ series
specialized
Horizontal open-end balers
Standard-duty series
Heavy-duty ‘B’ series
Heavy-duty ‘C’ series
Heavy-duty ‘D’ series
Heavy-duty ‘E’ series
specialized
Twin-ram balers
Standard-duty series
Heavy-duty series
Scrap metal balers
Oil filter balers
Conveyors
Slider-bed
Chain-belt
Fluffers
Cart dumpers
Self-contained compactors
Stationary compactors
Design assistance with waste
and recycling flow, site fit, etc.

Engineered for Peak
Performance

Illustrated: SC-2244/4FL
with optional hopper,
locking safety door, autostart feature, and integral
power unit

The SC-2244 series combines minimum size with maximum packing performance.
The 4-cubic-yard version (illustrated above) is economical with space, occupying only
7’ × 81/2’. Yet, it out-packs traditional pivot– or swing-blade compactors because its
twin cylinders maintain optimal alignment of force against the waste throughout the
compaction cycle. This means that instead of depositing 27 garbage cans of loose
waste in a regular 4-yard “dumpster,” you can deposit 125 to 175 cans in the
SC-2244/4FL before it needs emptying!
Although the SC-2244 is great on dry trash, it is especially suitable for wet waste,
eliminating the unsightly and smelly leakage that stains your paving and attracts pests.
The SC-2244 also eliminates the alignment challenges for the waste hauler
separating and re-uniting a bin with a compactor. Simply unplug the electrical plug
and hydraulic quick-disconnects, empty the compactor, and set it back down.
If your space is limited but you need serious compaction on bulky or wet waste, the
SC-2244 may be just what you need.

PRODUCTIVITY
 Reduce mounds of material to as little as

LAYOUT &
DIMENSIONS

1/7 of its original volume





Requires minimal ground space
Sealed container for clean, leak-proof operation
Convenient 22” × 44” top feed opening accepts
large trash bags full of waste




Simple loading and operation




Supplied with hydraulic fluid for quick installation



Lower HP per ram face PSI for reduced power use

Industry-standard hydraulic quick-connects from
compactor to power unit speed emptying
Compact size allows placement near origin of
trash, minimizing loading effort

Specifications
DURABILITY
 Superior “slider” design provides maximum
platen guidance and support



Heavy-duty container to withstand compaction
forces for years of trouble-free service



Expert craftsmanship on welds assures long-term
structural integrity, precise alignment, longer life




Motor & power unit components are reliable
industry-standard parts for easy maintenance
12 month warranty on parts and labor. Check with
your Summit representative for availability of
extended warranty

SC-2244/4FL

Top Opening
Chamber Capacity

22"L × 44"W
Mfg rating 1/2 yd3/Actual 1/3 yd3

Cycle time (no load)
Throughput per hour (no load)
Motor
Hydraulic Pump

problems






Adjustable single or multiple cycles clear feed
chamber after each load
Mix & match packing head and container capacities
to fit site and waste stream needs
Various available feed doors or lids to optimize
loading convenience
Standard 208V, 240V, 480V 60Hz 3Ø, as well as
optional 220V 1Ø, 575V 3Ø or other

OPTIONS
 Auto-start (close door results in safety auto cycle)
 Locking feed hopper door prevents unauthorized use
 Coded keypad control access prevents unauthorized use

46.5 cubic yards
2 HP 208/240/480 V. 3Ø**
6.5 GPM dual-stage

Cylinders

(2) 3” × 24

Total Packing Force

30,631 lbs.

Platen Face Pressure

30.2 psi normal/47.2 psi max

Platen Penetration
Certification

FLEXIBILITY
 Available hoppers suit various feeding and site

23.7 Sec*

Approximate ship weight
Standard Colors
** 120 or 240 V. single-phase optional
*** Other colors available at upcharge

11”
UL73/CSA C22.2 No.14
2,200 lbs
“OSHA Blue”, Gray***

